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INTRODUCTION



What is a Managed Service Provider or MSP?1 

A technology solution provider who not only sells software 
and hardware to their end customers but who also uses these 
products to manage those customer’s IT infrastructure and 
applications. An MSP is in a vendor’s partner channel since 
they resell their products but they are also a vendor’s custom-
er as they use those products to support their clients.

The MSP channel has had challenges for many years.  Many 
vendors have entered and left the channel not understanding 
how MSPs operate.  Many MSPs get frustrated with vendors 
for many reasons:
• Selling directly to the MSP clients
• Bidding against MSPs on their clients
• Treating MSPs like a sales team and not a partner
• Marketing material that is too technical or too 
 complicated for the
   MSP clients
•• Treating the MSP like a VAR, many are offended at the    
 comparison

To be successful in the MSP channel, the vendor must under-
stand how MSPs operate.  Our ForzaDash community now has 
more than 6,000 MSPs that want to partner with vendors that 
meet specific criteria.

For the purposes of this annual report, we highlighted regional Managed Services Providers since they 
comprise the majority of the ForzaDash MSP community. These MSPs differ from global service provid-
ers as their focus is on particular geographies where they have a meaningful presence, area knowledge, 
expertise, and history. Global Service Providers work on a macro/enteprise level and may not have or 
want the resources necessary to manage local or regional SMB customers.
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We help MSPs grow their business by providing tools that make managing 
their customers’ IT easier and cost effective. We do this through two free 
apps:

MSP members of the ForzaDash Community also benefit from the opportunity 
to:

1Technology vendors sponsor lead producing ads to the MSPs within CWDash and KasDash.

MSPs Grow with ForzaDash



KasDash, 4%

Both, 13%

CWDash, 83%



*For the MSP member profile portion of the report, we chose the following eleven survey questions and responses - out of 
fifty - that best represent the 2019 ForzaDash MSP Community.



Nearly 5,000 MSPs earned three million or less.
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96% of MSPs employ less than 100 people but
as a group they have close to 159,000 employees.

And 196K work for all ForzaDash MSPs.





Three fourths of the MSPs operate out of North America.



More than half of the MSPs offer backup,
consulting, desktop & laptop support,

disaster recovery, managed
services, and security.



87% (>5200) of the MSPs will experience
moderate or better growth.



Half (3,000) of the ForzaDash MSPs manage between
750k and three million end points.



Acording to Datto’s 2019 State of the MSP Report, 56% 
of global MSPs specialize in a specific vertical(s).

Of this group, the most popular are healthcare, finance,
and legal. The same holds true for half of the ForzaDash MSPs.



90% of the MSPs’ revenue comes from
Small Medium Businesses (SMB).
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We help MSPs grow their business by providing access to quality potential partners
through vendor sponsored ads displayed in CWDash and KasDash.



Email Campaigns

The most effective and
unique way to develop a
successful MSP channel







Follow us on:
Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/company/forzadash
Twitter: https://twitter.com/forzadash
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ForzaDash/
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/forzadash/
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCjq896Vxr4jz4ZamUoZxHeg

Visit our blog: https://www.forzadash.com/blog-feeds/

FFor more information on this report, please contact: sales@forzadash.com
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